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Success Story  
SAP S/4HANA Conversion at 
EWIKON
Innovations in the injection molding industry

Industry
Development and production of hot runner technology

Employees
approx.  300

Company
EWIKON

Project Timeline
15 months
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About EWIKON 

Innovations in the injection molding industry: 
heating up for the future

Client  
Information

For more than 40 years EWIKON has been focusing on the 
development and manufacturing of high performance hot 
runner technology. EWIKON is an owner-managed  
independent company with clear structures. All EWIKON 
hot runner systems and components are exclusively  
produced in Germany. At the headquarters in Frankenberg 
EWIKON employs more than 300 people in development, 
production and sales. Their qualifications, skills and  
commitment make EWIKON a trusted partner for the  
global injection molding industry.

“Flexibility is the ace card” - EWIKON proves just that daily 
by implementing customer-specific injection molding  
applications. The proprietor-run company from  
Frankenberg in Hesse develops and manufactures hot  
runner technology and components for the plastics indus-
try and is regarded as the innovation leader in the sector. 

EWIKON showed that it was flexible even at the beginning 
of the COVID pandemic. The 3D template for the mask 
holder was modified without further ado so as to make the 
mask more comfortable to wear, and a full hot runner mold 
was converted to enable the little helpers to be produced 
in large numbers. 

More than 1,000,000 mask holders have been produced 
since then and distributed free of charge to hospitals, care 
facilities, customers and employees.
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Solution

New and stable technological basis for  
the future

The company knows from experience how innovative  
technical solutions can be implemented successfully.  
EWIKON hot runner systems ensure efficient and stable 
production work flows in all the main sectors of industry 
and help to save materials and time in production. Ever 
since the first hot runner system came onto the market 
in 1979, the company has repeatedly set new milestones 
in hot runner technology. Only one thing has stayed the 
same: production is done exclusively in Germany.

The next milestone is to set up strategically for the future 
and to remain at the leading edge of technology. EWIKON 
constantly works on digitization to improve efficiency and 
quality and to ensure that deadlines are met in production 
and in the management of business processes. The very 
latest digital trends, such as artificial intelligence, for  
example,,are increasingly the focus of attention.

The last one of these measures was to modernize our own 
IT landscape: In the past year EWIKON set itself the goal 
of replacing its existing SAP system (SAP ERP ECC 6.0), for 
which the support was about to terminate in any case, by 
SAP S/4HANA “We wanted to also adapt our ERP system 
to the digital transformation. New technologies, improved 
performance, easy scalability and flexible utilization via 
SAP Fiori were criteria that were the reason why we  
decided in favor of the conversion,” says Siegmar Muth, 
head of IT at EWIKON. The company was supported by SAP 
Full Service Provider Nagarro ES, which was not only tasked 
with handling the complete implementation but also the 
hosting and application support. “When selecting a  
partner, it was important to have collaboration at the same 
level as ourselves - the personal contact and close  
support,” says Muth. A further argument was a certified 
computer center at a location in Germany.
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Inpact

Innovation is to make mobile working a  
possibility 

The starting point of the project was a preliminary study in 
which the ECC system was analyzed on the basis of future 
requirements. The qualitatively good stock of data and the 
small number of in-house developments quickly spoke in 
favor of a complete conversion of the existing system, using 
a brown field approach. Instead of a comprehensive process 
redesign, only the credit management system that had been 
organized under SAP S/4HANA was to be integrated. The 
main aims were to take over the already proven and  
adequately performing standard processes from SAP ECC 
and to make use of innovations in SAP S/4HANA such as the 
Fiori apps. A total of three systems were converted: the Sand-
box, development, and the production system. “It was espe-
cially important for EWIKON in this conversion to create a 
new user interface that would make the work easier in future 
and make mobile working possible,” says Thomas Käßheimer, 
Senior Account Manager at Nagarro ES.

Primarily, the challenges in the project lay in the fact that a 
number of transactions had become obsolete and  
therefore were not compatible with S/4HANA. They therefore 
had to be modified in parallel with the conversion. “One thing 
that we learned from the project was how important it is to 
consciously work through the Simplification Item Check List 
and deal with the inconsistencies listed in it so as to ensure a 
smooth SumRun,” says Käßheimer.
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Benefits

Big changes with a small outlay

EWIKON gains a wide range of advantages from SAP 
S/4HANA. The company profits the most from the savings 
in time, such as from automated real time analyses. The 
Full Managed Service from Nagarro ES also contributes to 
reducing internal costs. Our employees can immediately 
use the resources that have been gained so as to work on 
strategic topics. For example, that includes the integration 
of additional external interfaces in S/4HANA.

 “We would like to have all the relevant data available in 
SAP without having to fetch it via external systems, which 
makes subsequent processing much easier. A big plus will 
be the use of Fiori apps, which we will expand further in 
the current business year,” says Muth. In addition, EWIKON 
can make use of new functionalities such as MRP Live, for 
example.

The go-live came in the first quarter of 2022 after 15 
months, this being two months earlier than originally  
planned. The significant factor for this success was the  
close collaboration between customer and service  
provider, plus detailed documentation, and the regular 
adaptation of all work steps in each section.

„When choosing a partner, it was important for 
us to work together as equals - personal contact 
and close support. Another argument was a  
certified data center located in Germany.“

Siegmar Muth, Head of IT at EWIKON

About Nagarro 
In a changing and evolving world, challenges are 
ever more unique and complex. Nagarro helps to 
transform, adapt, and build new ways into the future 
through a forward thinking, agile and CARING mindset. 
We excel at digital product engineering and deliver on 
our promise of thinking breakthroughs. Today, we are 
15,000 experts across 28 countries, forming a Nation 
of Nagarrians, ready to help our customers succeed. 
www.nagarro.com 


